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TOP NEWS

Left bank and right bank,
new light-ups!
By Zhang Ge

3

World Bridge Team
Championship next month
By Li Yong

From Sept. 14 through 28, the
44th World Bridge Team
Championship and the 12th World
Transnational Open Teams
Championship will be held at the
Wuhan International Conference and
Exhibition Center. Over a thousand
top bridge players from around the
world will compete.
Wuhan is the third city in
China to host the event following
Beijing in 1995 and Shanghai in
2007. Zhang Jie, deputy secretarygeneral of the Wuhan Bridge
Association, said that Wuhan, as
one of the earliest cities to carry
out bridge games, is the cradle of
the development of the game in
China. More than 30 people are
engaged in promoting bridge, and
there are more than 30 national
referees in the city.

2019 Wuhan Top 100
Enterprises released

By Wen Tao, Wu Qiuna & Sun Si

Night view on the left bank

On Aug. 21, new street
lights lit up in succession on
both sides of the Changjiang
Axis. The newly lit-up
avenue on the left bank,
from Minquan Road to
Wuhan No.2 Yangtze River
Bridge, and the avenue on
the right bank, from Wuhan
Conservatory of Music to Erqi
Yangtze River Bridge, are
hailed as the panoramic
window to the history,

Night view on the right bank

culture, modernity and
prosperity of the city.
The buildings on the left
bank are historical. To accent
the texture of the stones on the
old buildings, 300-watt LED
lights were selected for their
warm light and energy
efficiency. The 412 lamp poles
are slim and the lamps are
styled to echo the details of
those century-old buildings there.
However, buildings on the
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right bank are modern, as
reflected in the lamp poles'
concise, streamlined design.
Instead of older architecture, lush
plane trees (platanus orientalis)
surround the 1,458 lamps.
Each pole, a hefty 600
kilograms, serves multiple
functions like monitoring, and
signposting, with built-in
lightning conductors and some
upfront technical connections for
future uses.

Another Nobel Prize workstation established
By Cao Xinyi

On August 24, the
Signing and Unveiling
Ceremony of the George
Smoot Nobel Laureate
Scientific Workstation was held,
marking the establishment of
the eighth Nobel Prize
workstation in the city.
Based on the team of
Nobel Prize laureates, the
Nobel Laureate scientific
workstations are dedicated to
the development of high-end

physics, biology, medical and
other industries combining local
characteristics. As an important
platform for scientific research,
the workstations attract more
and more scientists.
George Smoot, an
astrophysicist and a
cosmologist, won the Nobel
Prize in Physics in 2006 for
the "discovery of the black
body form and anisotropy of
the cosmic microwave

background radiation." At
present, Smoot is committed
to combining high-end
physical technology with
medical device products, some
of which are used by NASA
for its space medical program.
Smoot is very optimistic
about cooperating with Wuhan.
"The key to our cooperation is
to apply the precise
measurement technology of
physics to life science," he said.

On August 29, the ranking lists
of 2019 Wuhan Top 100
Enterprises (Comprehensive Top
100), Top 100 Manufacturing
Enterprises, Top 100 Service
Enterprises were officially released.
Data shows that the number of
enterprises with a market value over
RMB 10 billion in Wuhan has
increased rapidly since 2014,
jumping from 26 to 44. The
enterprises that had more than
RMB 100 billion market value
counted to four, equaling last year's
number.
On the Comprehensive Top
100, the top four are respectively
Dongfeng Motor Corporation, China
Construction Third Engineering
Bureau Co., Ltd., Baowu Wuhan
Headquarters and China Gezhouba
(Group) Corporation, the same as
last year. State-owned enterprises
still hold a majority on the list,
accounting for 59. However, private
enterprises showed a stronger
development, with assets rising by
more than 50 percent. On the
manufacturing list, private
manufacturing enterprises also
proved its high growth rate, with a
total revenue reaching RMB 11.025
billion, an increase of RMB 6.196
billion over last year. On the
service list, the design service
enterprises outranked the others.

